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by the unilateral brain damage which results in a weaker neural 
representation for contralesional target stimuli. The consequence 
is that in competitive situations, the weaker neural representation 
of the contralesional target stimulus is at a disadvantage when com-
pared to the stronger neural representation of the ipsilesional target 
stimulus and will usually lose the bid for attention.

Previous studies performed with both neurologically healthy 
subjects and neurological patients suffering from extinction 
suggest that depending on the circumstances, stimulus similar-
ity between two simultaneously presented target stimuli can 
either improve or hinder perception. Several studies have found 
improved performance when two target stimuli are perceptually 
identical as compared to when two target stimuli are perceptu-
ally different (Vuilleumier and Rafal, 2000, experiment 1; Ward 
et al., 1994). Multiple identical stimuli tend to be perceived as a 
single perceptual group in line with the principle of similarity 
grouping (Wertheimer, 1923; Koffka, 1999). In accordance with 
the proposal from Desimone and Duncan (1995) that competitive 
interactions should occur mostly between perceptual groups and 
not within perceptual groups, similarity grouping increases the 
likelihood that a stimulus representation gains access to process-
ing resources by making the multiple stimulus representations 
non-competing allies in the bid for visual selection. Similarity 

INTRODUCTION
The human visual system is often bombarded with a potentially 
overwhelming number of stimuli. Extensive research has revealed 
that the brain employs a mechanism to selectively process rele-
vant visual events and ignore irrelevant visual events. One theory 
that aims to explain how the brain achieves this visual selection 
is the theory of biased competitive interactions (Desimone and 
Duncan, 1995; Duncan et al., 1997; Desimone, 1998; Duncan, 
1998). According to this theory, the multiple neural representations 
in the brain associated with the stimuli in the visual fi eld compete 
for limited processing resources. Furthermore, this competition 
between multiple stimulus representations can be biased both by 
bottom-up and top-down infl uences. One factor that can bias these 
competitive interactions with striking consequences is unilateral 
brain damage which often results in a neuropsychological defi cit 
known as extinction (Becker and Karnath, 2007). Patients suffering 
from visual extinction can detect a single target stimulus at any spa-
tial location. However, when two target stimuli are presented simul-
taneously, patients are impaired at perceiving the contralesional 
item. In other words, the contralesional target stimulus is extin-
guished when an ipsilesional target stimulus is present. According 
to the theory of biased competitive interactions, the competition 
for limited processing resources is biased in extinction patients 
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To summarize, stimulus similarity seems capable of eliciting 
opposite effects on task performance. Some studies offer evidence 
for the presence of similarity grouping while others put forward 
evidence for the presence of repetition blindness. However, these 
opposite effects of stimulus similarity on subject’s performance 
have so far only been demonstrated in separate studies. This means 
that it can not be ruled out that these opposite fi ndings refl ect 
different strategies used by different subjects or elicited by dif-
ferent paradigms. In fact, the seminal study by Vuilleumier and 
Rafal (2000) performed on extinction patients already suggests 
that the nature of the experimental task can determine whether 
two identical target stimuli elicit similarity grouping or repetition 
blindness: when stimuli do not have to be identifi ed, but instead 
only to be localized, two identical stimuli elicit similarity grouping 
whereas the identifi cation of two identical stimuli results in repeti-
tion blindness. This suggests that the opposite effects of stimulus 
similarity on performance accuracy in previous studies can, at least 
in part, be explained by the different experimental paradigms used 
in these studies. It is however, so far unknown whether stimulus 
similarity has different effects on visual processing depending solely 
on the nature of the experimental task or whether both effects of 
stimulus similarity can coexist with either similarity grouping or 
repetition blindness dominating performance depending on the 
specifi c circumstances. A demonstration that similarity grouping 
and repetition blindness can coexist would help to determine more 
precisely the circumstances under which these opposite effects of 
stimulus similarity are elicited.

In the current manuscript we would like to posit that even in 
a single paradigm where subjects are instructed to always identify 
both stimuli it is possible to elicit both similarity grouping and 
repetition blindness by varying the amount of stimulus similar-
ity. Specifi cally, based on suggestions by Duncan and Humphreys 
(1989), similarity grouping might not be limited to situations 
where the stimuli are identical but might also occur when the 
target stimuli are similar but not identical to one another. This 
prediction that target stimuli that are similar but not identical to 
one another can elicit similarity grouping has been supported by 
a study performed by Duncan (1989). Duncan studied reaction 
times in a visual search study where healthy subjects had to indicate 
whether or not a target, presented amongst irrelevant nontargets, 
was present. In the fi rst experiment, he varied the similarity between 
the target and the nontargets and found that the reaction times to 
the target were longer the more similar the surrounding nontargets 
were to the target even if these nontargets were not identical to the 
target. Similar results were found by Pashler (1987). Moreover, in 
the second experiment Duncan varied the amount of similarity 
between the nontargets in the display, while keeping the similarity 
between the target and nontargets constant. He found that reaction 
times for the target stimulus were shorter when the nontargets were 
highly similar to one another as compared to when the nontargets 
were more dissimilar, even when the nontargets were not identical. 
Duncan explained these results by a combination of the effect of 
interalternative similarity and the effect of within-display similarity, 
where the effect of interalternative similarity is controlled by the 
classifi cation of a stimulus as a possible target or nontarget and the 
effect of within-display similarity is controlled by perceptual group-
ing. Both interalternative similarity and within-display similarity 

grouping has been associated with neural activity in the occipital 
and temporal cortices (Han et al., 2002, 2005a,b) in agreement 
with the idea that grouping processes operate at an early stage 
in the visual processing stream to organise to visual input for 
subsequent (attentional) processing. Interestingly, the infl uence 
of stimulus similarity between multiple targets, as opposed to 
similarity between targets and nontargets or similarity between 
multiple nontargets, on perceptual performance has typically been 
studied in neurological patients suffering from visual extinction. 
These extinction patients show improved performance expressed 
by reduced extinction severity when presented with two identical 
targets as compared to performance when presented with two dif-
ferent targets. Whether and to what extent this observation can be 
generalized to neurologically healthy subjects remains untested.

On the other hand, numerous studies in both extinction 
patients and neurologically healthy subjects have reported that 
perceptual performance declines when two target stimuli are 
perceptually identical as compared to when they are perceptually 
different (Baylis et al., 1993; Kanwisher et al., 1995; Vuilleumier 
and Rafal, 2000; Rafal et al., 2002, 2006; Ptak and Schnider, 2005; 
 experiment 3), an effect known as ‘repetition blindness’. Repetition 
blindness occurs when subjects are presented with two identical tar-
get stimuli while their perceptual system’s capacity is overwhelmed 
(e.g. by rapid and/or short duration presentation of stimuli). In 
this situation, performance for the second of the two target stimuli 
is typically impaired. While repetition blindness has mostly been 
demonstrated using stimuli that are separated temporally, it has 
also been shown to occur when two stimuli are presented simul-
taneously but separated spatially (Baylis et al., 1993; Kanwisher 
et al., 1995). Kanwisher (1987) has explained repetition blindness 
in the framework of the type-token hypothesis. This hypothesis 
differentiates between information regarding the identity of an 
object (type information) and information defi ning an object as 
a unique event (token information) and posits that only types 
that are bound to a token have access to perceptual awareness, 
where attention acts as the glue that binds a type to its token. 
This process of binding a type to its token is referred to as type 
individuation. According to this hypothesis, once an occurrence 
of a given type has been bound to a token, there is a time period 
wherein another occurrence of the same type can not be bound 
to a different token, i.e. the perceptual system can not generate 
two tokens in quick succession to a repeated presentation of the 
same type. Repetition blindness then occurs because the second 
presentation of the same type is not bound to a token. Repetition 
blindness has been associated with a changed ERP signal over 
posterior electrodes 200–400 ms from stimulus onset of the second 
target stimulus between trials where performance for the second of 
two identical targets is correct and trials where performance for the 
second of two identical targets is incorrect (Schendan et al., 1997; 
Koivisto and Revonsuo, 2008). There is however little agreement 
over the direction of change in the ERP signal. Nevertheless, the 
time course of the change in the ERP signal between trials where 
performance for the second of two identical targets is correct and 
trials where performance for the second of two identical targets 
is incorrect is consistent with accounts that repetition blindness 
refl ects a failure of perceptual awareness occurring before access 
to working memory.
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increase target selection diffi culty the more similar the target is to 
the nontargets and decrease target selection diffi culty the more 
similar nontargets are to one another. Taken together, this study 
supports the prediction that even stimuli that are similar but not 
identical can theoretically elicit similarity grouping. On the other 
hand, target stimuli that are identical to one another should elicit 
both repetition blindness as well as similarity grouping. Crucially 
however, we hypothesize that similarity grouping and repetition 
blindness infl uence different aspects of stimulus processing. The 
type-token hypothesis differentiates between processing of type 
information and processing of information that individuates a 
stimulus as a unique event (token information). We hypothesize 
that similarity grouping can be seen as increasing the strength of the 
type information, whereas repetition blindness refl ects a diffi culty 
in rapidly generating multiple tokens to repeated occurrences of 
the same type. Thus, we expect that similarity grouping should 
dominate performance when the target stimuli are similar but not 
identical as these stimuli do not represent multiple occurrences of 
the same type and should therefore tend to generate unique tokens 
and no repetition blindness. On the other hand, when the target 
stimuli are identical, similarity grouping facilitates the processing of 
type information. However, performance will be impaired since due 
to repetition blindness this type information can not be correctly 
individuated, regardless of the strength of the type information. 
Thus, despite maximal similarity grouping, repetition blindness 
should dominate performance when the stimuli are identical.

A demonstration that repetition blindness and similarity 
grouping coexist and can both be elicited in the same subjects 
in a single task would not only help to determine more precisely 
the circumstances under which similarity grouping and repetition 
blindness are elicited, but would also provide a unique opportu-
nity to directly compare both effects of stimulus similarity on task 
performance with respect to susceptibility to a modulating fac-
tor like attentional relevance. As will be described below, previous 
studies have provided inconclusive answers to whether the effect 
of stimulus similarity on task performance can be modulated by 
attentional relevance.

As mentioned, the type-token hypothesis which explains repeti-
tion blindness as an impairment to bind multiple occurrences of the 
same type to different tokens also postulates that attention plays a 
role in binding type information to token information (Kanwisher, 
1987). More specifi cally, the binding of the fi rst instance of a type 
to its token by attending to this type impairs the binding of the 
second instance of the same type to another token within a certain 
brief time period. This leads to the logical prediction that repeti-
tion blindness should depend critically on attention. To test this 
prediction, Kanwisher et al. (1995) presented neurologically healthy 
subjects with two simultaneously presented target stimuli where 
each target stimulus was one of three possible letters in one of three 
possible colours. The two target stimuli could be different from or 
identical to each other with respect to which letter and/or which 
colour and subjects were instructed to report either the letter or 
the colour. Their data suggested that if the subject was instructed 
to report the letters then repetition blindness only occurred for a 
repetition of the same letter whereas a repetition of the same col-
our had no effect on task performance. Conversely, if the subject 
was instructed to report the colours then repetition blindness only 

occurred for a repetition of the same colour whereas a repetition 
of the same letter had no effect on task performance. In other 
words, only repetition of a target stimulus on a relevant stimulus 
dimension led to repetition blindness. Similar effects of attentional 
relevance on repetition blindness have also been obtained in stud-
ies using neurological patients (Baylis et al., 1993). These fi ndings 
suggest that attention is critical to the binding of type information 
to token information and have been taken as support for the type-
token hypothesis.

In contrast, the infl uence of attention on similarity grouping 
is less clear. Similarity grouping, like all principles of perceptual 
grouping, is generally thought to refl ect an early pre-attentive proc-
ess independent of selective attention (Treisman, 1982; Humphreys, 
1998). This is supported by results that suggest that similarity 
grouping is associated with early neural activity in the occipital 
and temporal cortices (Han et al., 2002, 2005a,b). Moreover, neu-
rological patients suffering from visual extinction generally display 
intact grouping effects (Mattingley et al., 1997; Vuilleumier and 
Rafal, 2000 experiment 1; Ward et al., 1994). Together, these studies 
strongly predict that attentional modulations should have no effect 
on similarity grouping.

Nevertheless, Mack et al. (1992) presented a series of studies 
which controversially suggest that attention does infl uence similar-
ity grouping. They presented subjects with a briefl y fl ashed cross 
which was superimposed on an irrelevant background of black 
and white squares. The subjects performed the diffi cult task of 
reporting which of the two lines making up the cross was longest, 
the horizontal or the vertical. Each subject was fi rst presented with 
two trials where the black and white squares in the background were 
randomly distributed. In the third and critical trial, however, the 
black and white squares in the background were grouped on the 
basis of similarity. Each subject was subsequently asked to make a 
forced-choice decision on the nature of the similarity group in the 
background. Mack and colleagues showed that subjects were not 
able to perform better than chance on this forced-choice decision 
despite the fact that these subjects were able to perform both the line 
discrimination task and the similarity grouping task simultaneously 
after they had been made aware of the relevance of the background. 
These results suggest that similarity grouping does not occur when 
stimuli are not attended. However, Moore and Egeth (1997) con-
vincingly argued that the results from Mack et al. (1992) were due 
to a failure to provide an overt response concerning the absence or 
presence of a similarity group under conditions of inattention and 
not an absence of similarity grouping per se. Their results suggested 
that similarity grouping does occur under conditions of inattention, 
but that the result of this grouping mechanism is not available for 
an overt response. A recent series of experiments performed by 
Lamy et al. (2006) confi rmed these results.

Although these studies support the traditional idea that simi-
larity grouping operates independently from selective attention, 
the results of several recent studies suggest that some Gestalt 
grouping mechanisms can be modulated by selective attention 
and that selective attention might modulate neural activity asso-
ciated with grouping mechanisms in the primary visual area V1 
(Freeman et al., 2001; Casco et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2005; Khoe 
et al., 2006). Yet these studies on whether selective attention can 
modulate Gestalt grouping mechanisms have traditionally studied 
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the presence or absence of grouping effects for task irrelevant 
grouping stimuli presented either inside or outside the focus of 
spatial attention. Previous research however, suggests that repeti-
tion blindness can be modulated by the attentional relevance of 
an attribute of a stimulus presented within the focus of spatial 
attention (Baylis et al., 1993; Kanwisher et al., 1995); in these stud-
ies, only repetition of a stimulus on a relevant stimulus attribute 
led to repetition blindness, whereas repetition of a stimulus on 
an irrelevant stimulus attribute did not elicit repetition blind-
ness. This means that to validly compare similarity grouping and 
repetition blindness with respect to susceptibility to a modulat-
ing factor like selective attention, we need to investigate whether 
similarity grouping can also be modulated by the attentional 
relevance of an attribute of a stimulus presented within the 
focus of spatial attention. Specifi cally, can similarity grouping 
be modulated by whether or not the similarity of target stimuli 
occurs on an attentionally relevant or an attentionally irrelevant 
stimulus attribute?

To our knowledge, only two studies, both from the same 
research group, aimed to answer this question. Han et al. (2005a,b) 
studied the infl uence of both spatial attention and attentional 
relevance on neural activation associated with similarity and 
proximity grouping. Whereas they found that stimuli presented 
outside the focus of spatial attention invariably did not elicit neural 
activation associated with either similarity or proximity grouping, 
their results on whether the attentional relevance of an attribute 
of a spatially attended stimulus can modulate Gestalt grouping 
mechanisms were inconsistent. The results of their fMRI study 
suggested that in the areas of the brain that mediate proximity 
grouping the neural activity associated with grouping was identi-
cal regardless of whether this grouping was relevant to the task 
at hand or not. On the other hand, the results of their ERP study 
suggested that the neural activity associated with both similarity 
and proximity grouping was suppressed when this grouping was 
attentionally irrelevant as compared to when this grouping was 
attentionally relevant.

In sum, previous studies have provided inconclusive answers 
to the question whether the opposite effects of stimulus similarity 
on task performance can be modulated by attentional relevance. 
Whereas there is considerable evidence that selective attention 
modulates repetition blindness, it is unclear whether attention 
should be expected to modulate similarity grouping or not. So far, 
however, no study has directly compared the effects of selective 
attention on both effects of stimulus similarity on task perform-
ance in a single experiment. The aim of this manuscript is then to 
directly compare both repetition blindness and similarity group-
ing with respect to their respective susceptibility to attentional 
relevance in the same subjects in a single design. Before this aim 
can be addressed however, the validity of the assumption that rep-
etition blindness and similarity grouping coexist and can thus be 
elicited in a single experiment needs to be tested. The fi rst experi-
ment will thus test whether similarity grouping and repetition 
blindness can indeed both be elicited in the same experimental 
design. Once this has been established, the second experiment will 
subsequently directly compare the effects of attentional relevance 
on similarity grouping and repetition blindness in the same sub-
jects in a single design.

EXPERIMENT 1
The aim of this experiment is to test whether similarity grouping 
and repetition blindness can be elicited in the same experimental 
design. By manipulating the degree of stimulus similarity between 
trials (with pairs of target stimuli being similar, different or iden-
tical), the aim is to establish that the opposite effects of stimulus 
similarity on perceptual performance reported in the literature 
do not refl ect a strategic bias of particular individuals on specifi c 
paradigms. Based on previous fi ndings we expect that similarity 
grouping will be elicited with perceptually similar but not identi-
cal target stimuli (with better performance for similar pairs than 
for different pairs of target stimuli). On the other hand, when the 
target stimuli are identical to one another, repetition blindness will 
be expected to dominate performance (with worse performance for 
identical pairs relative to different pairs of target stimuli).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Twenty-four subjects (7 male, 17 female; mean age 21.75 years, 
range 20–31 years) participated in this study. Subjects were recruited 
from the student population of the University of Nottingham in 
the United Kingdom. All subjects reported being healthy with no 
history of neurological disorders and had normal or corrected to 
normal vision. All subjects were volunteers and signed an informed 
consent approved by the research ethics committee of the University 
of Nottingham.

Experimental procedures
The experiment was run on a computer with an AMD Athlon proc-
essor, running the Windows operating system. The experimental 
software Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc.) was used to 
present the stimuli. The monitor was a 19 inch (18 inch viewable) 
cathode ray tube Samsung Syncmaster 957P with a refresh rate of 
100 Hz and a monitor resolution of 800 × 600 pixels. Subjects were 
seated in front of a computer screen at a distance of 57 cm with 
a chin rest used to maintain viewing distance. The background 
colour of the computer screen was always black. Each trial started 
with a 500 ms presentation of a centrally presented white fi xation 
cross, straddled by two mask stimuli, one in each visual fi eld. Each 
mask stimulus consisted of four grey (RGB 60,60,60) overlapping 
letters, namely ‘O’, ‘C’, ‘E’ and ‘F’ printed in the font ‘Arial’ at a font 
size of 40 pt. All letters were presented on the horizontal midline 
at an eccentricity of 8° of visual angle from the central fi xation 
cross. Subjects were instructed to fi xate on the central fi xation cross. 
Subsequently, a target display was overlaid on top of the mask stim-
uli. The presentation duration of the target display was determined 
for each subject individually with the aid of a staircase procedure 
in a separate titration experiment preceding the main experiment 
which aimed to reduce performance accuracy to 75%. This was 
done to ensure that subjects were not at ceiling performance (100% 
correct). Finally, the fi xation cross and the mask stimuli were again 
presented during which the subject entered their responses. The 
next trial started 500 ms after the subject fi nished responding.

The target display consisted of unilateral or bilateral presenta-
tion of a green coloured letter which could be ‘O’, ‘C’, ‘E’ or ‘F’ and 
subjects were instructed to identify the presented letter (during 
unilateral trials) or letters (during bilateral trials). In unilateral 
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trials the target letter could be either low salience (roughly equal 
luminance to the mask stimulus: RGB 0,76,0) or high salience 
(maximally salient green: RGB 0,255,0). Furthermore, the target 
letter could be presented in the left or the right visual fi eld. Bilateral 
trials always consisted of a high salience and a low salience target 
letter, one in each visual fi eld presented in the location of the two 
mask stimuli. Furthermore, in bilateral trials the two target letters 
could be different (‘O’ and ‘E’, ‘O’ and ‘F’, ‘C’ and ‘E’ or ‘C’ and ‘F’), 
similar (‘O’ and ‘C’ or ‘E’ and ‘F’) or same (‘O’ and ‘O’, ‘C’ and ‘C’, 
‘E’ and ‘E’ or ‘F’ and ‘F’). These three types of bilateral trials were 
presented with equal frequency.

Similarity between the two target letters was defi ned by the 
amount of features both targets share, in line with the idea that 
the similarity between two letters is strongly correlated with the 
amount of contour that they share. Whereas the letters ‘E’ and ‘F’ 
and the letters ‘O’ and ‘C’ share many features the letters ‘E’ and 
‘O’, ‘E’ and ‘C’, ‘F’ and ‘O’ and ‘F’ and ‘C’ do not share features. 
Empirical evidence that supports the defi nition of similarity in 
this experiment was obtained from a so-called interconfusability 
matrix (van der Heijden et al., 1984). According to this matrix, the 
probabilities of E, F, C and O being reported as E is 0.350, 0.057, 
0.049 and 0.002 respectively, the probabilities of E, F, C and O 
being reported as F is 0.183, 0.367, 0.014 and 0.004 respectively, the 
probabilities of E, F. C and O being reported as C is 0.022, 0.011, 
0.712 and 0.098 respectively and the probabilities of E, F. C and O 
being reported as O is 0.007, 0.003, 0.017 and 0.383 respectively. 
In other words, the letters E and F and the letters C and O are 
systematically far more often confused with one another (which 
indicates high amounts of similarity) than the letters E and C, E 
and O, F and C and F and O.

The rationale for combining high salience and low salience target 
letters in bilateral trials was that the bottom-up bias in salience 
should bias the competition for processing resources in favour of 
the high salience target stimuli. We predicted that this methodologi-
cal manipulation would maximize the amount of trials in which at 
least the high salience target was perceived and thus would maxi-
mize both the amount of trials that can elicit repetition blindness 
(since repetition blindness is only elicited when at least one of the 
targets is identifi ed) and the amount of trials that elicit similar-
ity grouping (since the high salience target might function as an 
‘anchor’ to which the low salience target can be grouped). Since 
this manipulation was expected to result in virtually maximum 
performance accuracy for the high salience target, we expected that 
the effects of similarity grouping and repetition blindness would be 
most apparent in performance accuracy for the low salience target 
stimuli. All subsequent statistical analyses therefore focus on these 
low salience target stimuli.

Subjects responded using two button boxes, on for each hand, 
which provided one response key for each fi nger. Subjects used the 
left hand button box for stimuli presented in the left visual fi eld 
and the right hand button box for stimuli presented in the right 
visual fi eld. Each target letter was associated with a fi nger (‘O’ with 
little fi nger, ‘C’ with ring fi nger, ‘F’ with middle fi nger and ‘E’ with 
index fi nger) and the button on the location of the thumb was used 
to indicate that there was no target presented in that visual fi eld. 
Subjects were instructed to only respond with ‘no target present’ 
when they were confi dent that they did not see a target. They were 

told to guess if they saw a target letter, but were not sure about its 
identity. Subjects thus always had to provide two responses (one 
for each visual fi eld) but were free to decide for themselves on the 
order in which they responded.

The experiment consisted of fi ve blocks, with each block con-
taining 84 trials. Specifi cally, each block consisted of 32 unilateral 
trials and 48 bilateral trials. Unilateral trials were included to allow 
a post-hoc check of the effectiveness of the titration experiment in 
ensuring none of the subjects was at ceiling performance during the 
main experiment. The order in which the trials were presented was 
randomized and each trial type appeared equally often. Therefore, 
per block 16 bilateral different, 16 bilateral similar and 16 bilateral 
same trials were presented. Finally, each block contained 4 catch 
trials where no stimuli were presented. Response accuracy was col-
lected for each target stimulus.

The stimuli used in the titration experiment preceding the main 
experiment were identical to the stimuli used in the main experi-
ment, except for the fact that in the titration experiment only uni-
laterally presented low salience target stimuli were used. Subjects 
were told that in each trial a single target stimulus was present and 
were instructed to either press the appropriate button on the left 
hand button box when they saw a target stimulus on the left or to 
press the appropriate button on the right hand button box when 
they saw a target stimulus on the right. They were told to always give 
a response and instructed to guess when they were unsure about 
the presence or identity of the target stimulus. The initial target 
presentation duration was 250 ms which was step-wise reduced by 
10 ms when subject performance accuracy was higher than 75% 
in the preceding eight trials. The titration experiment ended when 
subject performance accuracy was equal to or lower than 75% in 
the preceding two sets of eight trials.

RESULTS
Trials with more than two responses (more than one per target 
stimulus) were excluded from analysis. Additionally, subjects whose 
performance showed either fl oor effects (performance on the low 
salience target stimuli not statistically different from chance) or 
ceiling effects (performance accuracy for the low salience target 
stimuli approaches 100%) were excluded from further analyses. 
Consequently, a single subject (male, 20 years old) was excluded 
from statistical analyses because this subject’s performance accu-
racy showed fl oor effects. The mean target presentation duration 
for the remaining 23 subjects was 200.43 ms (range 40–240 ms).

The percentage response accuracy scores were arcsin transformed 
before statistical analyses to normalise the distribution of the data 
(using the Microsoft Excel function “ = {2*ASIN[POWER(value, 
0.5)]}/PI()”, where ‘value’ is in the range 0…1). The transformed 
mean performance accuracy for a unilaterally presented high sali-
ence target stimulus was 86.35% with a standard deviation of 6.39 
while the mean performance accuracy for a unilaterally presented 
low salience target stimulus was 70.71% with a standard deviation 
of 8.95. The transformed mean performance accuracy for the catch 
trials was 97.28% with a standard deviation of 4.28. The trans-
formed mean performance accuracies and the normalized standard 
deviations for each of the bilateral conditions for both the high 
salience and the low salience target stimuli are shown in Table 1 
(see Loftus and Masson, 1994 for a discussion of why  normalized 
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values give a more accurate measure of the variability in a repeated 
measures design). Furthermore, the transformed mean perform-
ance accuracies for the low salience target stimuli for each of the 
bilateral conditions are shown in Figure 1.

The effect of similarity grouping on performance accuracy was 
assessed by statistically comparing performance accuracy during 
bilateral similar trials to performance accuracy during bilateral 
different trials. This paired sample t-test showed that performance 
accuracy during bilateral similar trials was signifi cantly higher than 
performance accuracy during bilateral different trials (t = 5.445, 
df = 22, p < 0.001).

The effect of repetition blindness on performance accuracy was 
assessed by statistically comparing performance accuracy during 
bilateral same trials to performance accuracy during bilateral dif-
ferent trials. This paired sample t-test showed that performance 
accuracy during bilateral same trials was signifi cantly lower than 
performance accuracy during bilateral different trials (t = 2.825, 
df = 22, p = 0.01).

The results did not fundamentally differ when all statistical 
analyses were performed on the original not arcsin transformed 
accuracy scores.

To assess whether the effect of repetition blindness might be 
due to a response bias against giving the same response with both 
hands an additionally analysis was performed on the types of 
errors made in the bilateral conditions. Errors were categorized 
as ‘perceived similar errors’ (for example, responding ‘E’ and ‘F’ 
when an ‘E’ and an ‘O’ were presented), ‘perceived different errors’ 
(for example, responding ‘E’ and ‘C’ when an ‘E’ and an ‘O’ were 
presented),‘perceived same errors’ (for example, responding ‘E’ and 
‘E’ when an ‘E’ and an ‘O’ were presented) or ‘perceived unilateral 
errors’ (for example responding ‘E’ and ‘nothing’ when an ‘E’ and 
an ‘O’ were presented). This analysis showed that in the bilateral 
similar condition, 8% of the errors were ‘perceived similar errors’, 
41% were ‘perceived different errors’, 39% were ‘perceived same 
errors’ and 11% were ‘perceived unilateral errors’. In the bilateral 
different condition, 24% of the errors were ‘perceived similar errors’, 
53% were ‘perceived different errors’, 13% were ‘perceived same 
errors’ and 10% were ‘perceived unilateral errors’. Finally, in the 
bilateral same condition, 57% of the errors were ‘perceived similar 
errors’, 28% were ‘perceived different errors’, 6% of the errors were 
‘perceived same errors’ and 8% were ‘perceived unilateral errors’. 
The results of this analysis suggest that, particularly in the bilat-
eral similar condition, subjects did not have a problem giving the 
same response with both hands. Instead, these results suggest that 
subjects tended to mistake two similar stimuli for two identical 
stimuli and vice versa.

DISCUSSION
The results from experiment 1 suggest that both similarity grouping 
and repetition blindness can be elicited in a single experimental 
design. During bilateral trials, relative to performance accuracy 
when the two target stimuli were different, similarity of the two 
target stimuli led to an increase in performance accuracy and iden-
ticality of the two target stimuli led to a decrease in performance 
accuracy. These fi ndings are in line with the results from previous 
studies that found that two identical target stimuli that need to 
be identifi ed give rise to repetition blindness (Baylis et al., 1993; 
Kanwisher et al., 1995; Vuilleumier and Rafal, 2000; Rafal et al., 
2002, 2006; Ptak and Schnider, 2005, experiment 3). These fi nd-
ings also confi rm the hypothesis that similarity grouping is not 
confi ned to situations were the multiple targets are identical (as 
was the case in the studies by Vuilleumier and Rafal (2000, experi-
ment 1) and Ward et al. (1994), but can also be elicited when targets 
are similar to one another (Pashler, 1987; Duncan, 1989; Duncan 
and Humphreys, 1989). Moreover, while similarity grouping of 
multiple targets has previously been demonstrated in neurological 
patients suffering from the attentional defi cit known as extinction, 
these results suggest that this effect can also be elicited in neuro-
logically healthy subjects. This provides support for the proposal 
that biased competitive interactions underlie visual perception in 
neurologically healthy subjects and that extinction can be seen as 
an exaggeration of normal behaviour (Desimone and Duncan, 
1995; Duncan et al., 1997; Desimone, 1998; Duncan, 1998). Finally, 
unlike previous studies, the present fi ndings reveal both repetition 
blindness and similarity grouping in the same experiment (across 
interleaved trials), demonstrating that these two effects can coexist 
and do not simply refl ect different global strategies used by different 
individuals (or elicited by different paradigms).

Since the results of Experiment 1 confi rm that both simi-
larity grouping and repetition blindness can be elicited in a 
single experimental design, the aim of this manuscript can be 
addressed; can both these effects of stimulus similarity on task 
performance be  modulated by attentional relevance? This  question 

Table 1 | Mean accuracy (%) and normalized standard deviation (in 

brackets) for each bilateral condition for both the high salience and the 

low salience target stimulus.

 Condition

Target type bilateral similar bilateral different bilateral same

High salience 83.27 (3.18) 81.80 (2.00) 82.36 (2.53)

Low salience 68.85 (3.24) 63.58 (3.42) 59.07 (4.78)

FIGURE 1 | The identifi cation performance accuracy for the low salience 

target stimuli over the different bilateral experimental conditions. Error 
bars refl ect normalized standard error of the mean.
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will be  investigated in the second experiment by comparing 
the effects of attentional relevance on similarity grouping and 
repetition blindness.

EXPERIMENT 2
This second experiment directly compares the opposite effects of 
stimulus similarity on task performance with respect to their respec-
tive susceptibility to attentional relevance in a single design in the 
same subjects. Based on the previous literature, it is expected that 
repetition blindness critically depends on attention. In other words, 
repetition blindness should only occur when the target stimuli are 
identical on a task relevant attribute. However, whether similarity 
grouping can be modulated by attentional relevance is uncertain. 
Specifi cally, this experiment could reveal that similarity grouping 
occurs when the target stimuli are similar with respect to either 
the attentionally relevant or the attentionally irrelevant attribute 
(not modulated by attentional relevance) or only occurs when the 
target stimuli are similar with respect to the attentionally relevant 
attribute (modulated by attentional relevance).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Twenty-one subjects (6 male, 14 female; mean age 21.05 years, range 
19–25 years; age and sex of 1 subject not recorded) participated in 
this study. Subjects were recruited from the local student popula-
tion of the University of Nottingham in the United Kingdom. All 
subjects reported being healthy with no history of neurological 
disorders and had normal or corrected to normal vision. All subjects 
were volunteers and signed an informed consent approved by the 
research ethics committee of the University of Nottingham.

Experimental procedures
The experimental procedures were the same as in Experiment 
1 of this manuscript. However, unlike the fi rst experiment, the 
target stimuli were now presented in four possible colours. As in 
Experiment 1, the different colours could be either low salience 
(roughly equal luminance with the mask stimulus which was grey 
RGB 40,40,40) or high salience (roughly equal luminance with 
maximum salience red which was RGB 255,0,0). The four possible 
colours were green (low salience RGB 0,55,0; high salience RGB 
0,135,0), turquoise (low salience RGB 0,50,40; high salience RGB 
0,135,80), magenta (low salience RGB 100,0,40; high salience RGB 
235,0,80) and red (low salience RGB 105,0,0; high salience RGB 
255,0,0). The colour we refer to as turquoise was created by adding 
a small amount of blue to the colour green and the colour we refer 
to as magenta was created by adding a small amount of blue to the 
colour red. These four colours and their names were shown to the 
subjects before the experiment started and subjects were allowed 
to inspect them as long as they wanted. To summarise, each target 
stimulus consisted of one out of four possible letters printed in one 
out of four possible colours.

The subjects had to perform two tasks: letter identifi cation or 
colour identifi cation. During the letter identifi cation task, subjects 
were again instructed to identify the letters (‘O’, ‘C’, ‘F’ or ‘E’). During 
the colour identifi cation task subjects were instructed to identify the 
colours (green, turquoise, magenta or red). The order in which the 
two tasks were presented was randomized for each subject. As in 

Experiment 1, in bilateral trials the letters could be different, similar 
or same. However, in this experiment, additionally the colours in 
which the letters were printed could also be different (green + red, 
green + magenta, turquoise + red or turquoise + magenta), similar 
(green + turquoise or red + magenta) or same (green + green, tur-
quoise + turquoise, red + red or magenta + magenta). Combined 
this meant that in bilateral trials the target stimuli could be dif-
ferent, similar or same on both the attentionally relevant stimulus 
attribute (letter in the letter identifi cation task and colour in the 
colour identifi cation task) and the attentionally irrelevant stimulus 
attribute (letter in the colour identifi cation task and colour in the 
letter identifi cation task).

In the letter identifi cation task, stimulus similarity was defi ned as 
in Experiment 1. In the colour identifi cation task, stimulus similar-
ity was defi ned based on the standard geometrical representation 
of colour space as a circle red-orange-yellow-green-blue-purple-
red, analogous to the defi nition of colour similarity adopted by 
Duncan (1989). According to this colour space, the colours green 
and turquoise (created by adding a small amount of blue to the 
colour green) and the colours red and magenta (created by adding 
a small amount of blue to the colour red) are more similar to each 
other than the colours green and magenta, green and red, turquoise 
and magenta and turquoise and red.

Each task consisted of fi ve blocks of 90 trials. Each task con-
tained 100 unilateral trials with each possible trial type occurring 
with equal likelihood and 345 bilateral trials with each possible 
trial type occurring with equal likelihood. For both the relevant 
and the irrelevant atttentional dimension, 115 of the bilateral tri-
als consisted of two different target stimuli, 115 trials consisted of 
two similar target stimuli and 115 trials consisted of two identical 
target stimuli. Finally, 5 catch trials were presented.

Subjects responded using the same two button boxes as in 
Experiment 1. Each target letter was associated with a fi nger. For 
the letter identifi cation task the same fi ngers as in Experiment 1 
were used to respond; ‘O’ with little fi nger, ‘C’ with ring fi nger, ‘F’ 
with middle fi nger and ‘E’ with index fi nger. For the colour iden-
tifi cation task the responses were green with little fi nger, turquoise 
with ring fi nger, red with middle fi nger and magenta with index 
fi nger. The button on the location of the thumb was used to indicate 
that there was no target presented in that visual fi eld.

For both tasks, the presentation duration of the target display 
was determined for each subject individually with the aid of a stair-
case procedure in separate titration experiments preceding the main 
experiments to ensure that subjects were not at ceiling performance. 
The titration experiments were identical to the titration experiment 
of Experiment 1, except for the fact that subjects were instructed to 
identify the letter in the titration experiment preceding the letter 
identifi cation task and to identify the colour in the titration experi-
ment preceding the colour identifi cation task. The initial target 
presentation duration was 250 ms which was step-wise reduced by 
10 ms when subject performance accuracy was higher than 70% 
in the preceding 10 trials. The titration experiment ended when 
subject performance accuracy was equal to or lower than 70% in 
the preceding two sets of 10 trials.

Response accuracy was collected for each target stimulus and, as 
in Experiment 1, only the performance on the low salience stimuli 
was statistically analyzed.
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RESULTS
Trials with more than one response per target stimulus were 
excluded from analysis. Additionally, subjects whose performance 
showed either fl oor or ceiling effects were excluded from further 
analyses. Consequently, two subjects (both male, 20 and 25-years 
old) were excluded from statistical analyses of the colour identifi ca-
tion task because their performance accuracy showed fl oor effects 
(performance not signifi cantly different from chance). This left 
21 subjects for the statistical analyses of the letter identifi cation 
task and 19 subjects for the statistical analyses of the colour iden-
tifi cation task. The mean target presentation duration in the letter 
identifi cation task was 184.76 ms (range 20–240 ms) and the mean 
target presentation duration in the colour identifi cation task was 
51.58 ms (range 10–230 ms).

The percentage response accuracy scores were arcsin trans-
formed before statistical analysis. In the letter identifi cation task, 
the transformed mean performance accuracy for a unilaterally 
presented high salience target stimulus was 86.22% with a stand-
ard deviation of 12.36 while the transformed mean performance 
accuracy for a unilaterally presented low salience target stimulus 
was 66.79% with a standard deviation of 9.02. The transformed 
mean performance accuracy for the catch trials was 72.63% with 
a standard deviation of 34.22. In the colour identifi cation task, 
the transformed mean performance accuracy for a unilaterally 
presented high salience target stimulus was 81.48% with a stand-
ard deviation of 11.24 while the transformed mean performance 
accuracy for a unilaterally presented low salience target stimulus 
was 58.38% with a standard deviation of 12.56. The transformed 
mean performance accuracy for the catch trials was 71.77% with 
a standard deviation of 29.36. The lower catch trial performance 
accuracy in this experiment when compared to the catch trial per-
formance in Experiment 1 can most likely be explained by the fact 
that in this experiment only 1% of all trials were catch trials whereas 
5% of all trials were catch trials in Experiment 1.

The transformed mean performance accuracies and normalized 
standard deviations for each of the bilateral conditions for both the 
high salient and the low salient target stimuli are shown in Table 2. 
Furthermore, the transformed mean performance accuracies for 
the low salient target stimuli for each of the bilateral conditions 
are shown in Figure 2.

To assess the effect of attentional relevance on similarity group-
ing, a repeated measures 2 (relevant stimulus attribute condition: 
bilateral similar or bilateral different) by 2 (irrelevant stimulus 

attribute condition: bilateral similar or bilateral different) ANOVA 
was performed for both the colour identifi cation task and the letter 
identifi cation task. This ANOVA showed a signifi cant main effect 
for the attentionally relevant stimulus attribute condition in the 
letter identifi cation task (F

1,20 
= 24.906, p < 0.001) whereas both 

the main effect of the attentionally irrelevant stimulus attribute 
condition and the interaction effect failed to reach signifi cance 
(F

1,20 
= 0.141, p = 0.711 and F

1,20 
= 0.569, p = 0.460 respectively). 

Stimulus similarity on the relevant stimulus attribute signifi cantly 
improved performance accuracy in the letter identifi cation task, 
whereas stimulus similarity on the irrelevant stimulus attribute 
had no effect on performance accuracy. For the colour identifi -
cation task, this ANOVA showed no signifi cant main effects or 
interaction effect (F

1,18 
= 1.116, p = 0.305 for the relevant stimulus 

attribute effect, F
1,18 

= 0.469, p = 0.502 for the irrelevant stimulus 
attribute effect and F

1,18 
= 0.207, p = 0.654 for the interaction effect). 

In other words, in the colour identifi cation task, stimulus similarity 
on neither the relevant nor the irrelevant stimulus attribute had a 
signifi cant effect on performance accuracy.

Likewise, to assess the effect of attentional relevance on repetition 
blindness, a repeated measures 2 (relevant stimulus attribute: bilat-
eral same or bilateral different) by 2 (irrelevant stimulus attribute: 
bilateral same or bilateral different) was performed for both the col-
our identifi cation task and the letter identifi cation task. This ANOVA 
showed no signifi cant main effect or interaction effect for the letter 
identifi cation task (F

1,20 
= 2.158, p = 0.157 for the relevant stimulus 

attribute effect, F
1,20 

= 1.676, p = 0.210 for the irrelevant stimulus 
attribute effect and F

1,20 
= 1.233, p = 0.280 for the interaction effect). 

In other words, in the letter identifi cation task, stimulus identicality 
on neither the relevant nor the irrelevant stimulus attribute had a 
signifi cant effect on performance accuracy. For the colour identi-
fi cation task, this ANOVA showed a signifi cant main effect for the 
attentionally relevant stimulus attribute condition (F

1,18 
= 17.453, 

p = 0.001), whereas both the main effect for the attentionally irrel-
evant stimulus attribute condition and the interaction effect failed to 
reach signifi cance (F

1,18 
= 0.282, p = 0.602 and F

1,18 
= 0.271, p = 0.609 

respectively). In the colour identifi cation task, stimulus identicality 
on the relevant stimulus attribute signifi cantly decreased perform-
ance accuracy while stimulus identicality on the irrelevant stimulus 
attribute had no signifi cant effect on performance accuracy.

The results did not fundamentally differ when all statistical 
analyses were performed on the original not arcsin transformed 
accuracy scores.

Table 2 | Mean accuracy (%) and normalized standard deviations (in brackets) for each of the bilateral conditions for both the high salience and the 

low salience target stimulus in both the letter identifi cation and the colour identifi cation task.

Relevant attribute: Similar Different Same

Irrelevant attribute: Similar Different Same Similar Different Same Similar Different Same

LETTER IDENTIFICATION TASK

High salience targets 84.88 (5.49) 81.26 (7.00) 84.23 (4.43) 83.29 (6.91) 81.35 (5.23) 82.59 (4.07) 82.52 (6.01) 85.87 (7.78) 82.55 (6.08)

Low salience targets 63.20 (4.98) 62.87 (5.22) 61.25 (6.01) 57.06 (5.56) 58.31 (4.22) 58.37 (5.89) 55.01 (5.01) 54.75 (4.93) 57.39 (6.75)

COLOUR IDENTIFICATION TASK

High salience targets 78.11 (4.47) 78.68 (6.52) 79.34 (5.44) 77.75 (5.74) 75.47 (4.48) 75.44 (6.02) 75.83 (4.08) 78.41 (6.15) 78.41 (5.12)

Low salience targets 47.98 (5.30) 48.10 (5.99) 48.71 (6.72) 46.67 (5.25) 49.87 (4.71) 49.99 (5.00) 40.21 (6.23) 40.39 (8.62) 41.55 (6.55)
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As in Experiment 1, to assess whether the effect of repetition 
blindness might be due to a response bias against giving the same 
response with both hands an additionally analysis was performed 
on the types of errors made in the bilateral conditions of both the 
letter identifi cation task and the colour identifi cation task. Errors 
were again categorized as ‘perceived similar errors’, ‘perceived 
different errors’, ‘perceived same errors’ or ‘perceived unilateral 
errors’. The results of this analysis showed that the types of errors 
made in the bilateral conditions of Experiment 2 (averaged over 
all irrelevant conditions) showed an identical pattern to the types 
of errors made in the bilateral conditions of experiment 1. In the 
bilateral similar condition of the letter identifi cation task, 6% of the 
errors were ‘perceived similar errors’, 26% were ‘perceived different 
errors’, 28% were ‘perceived same errors’ and 40% were ‘perceived 
unilateral errors’. In the bilateral different condition of the letter 

identifi cation task, 18% of the errors were ‘perceived similar errors’, 
35% were ‘perceived different errors’, 11% were ‘perceived same 
errors’ and 35% were ‘perceived unilateral errors’. In the bilateral 
same condition of the letter identifi cation task, 37% of the errors 
were ‘perceived similar errors’, 22% were ‘perceived different errors’, 
6% were ‘perceived same errors’ and 34% were ‘perceived unilateral 
errors’. In the bilateral similar condition of the colour identifi ca-
tion task, 3% of the errors were ‘perceived similar errors’, 8% were 
‘perceived different errors’, 15% were ‘perceived same errors’ and 
73% were ‘perceived unilateral errors’. In the bilateral different 
condition of the colour identifi cation task, 6% of the errors were 
‘perceived similar errors’, 21% were ‘perceived different errors’, 5% 
were ‘perceived same errors and 68% were ‘perceived unilateral 
errors’. Finally, in the bilateral same condition of the colour iden-
tifi cation task, 23% of the errors were ‘perceived similar errors’, 4% 
were ‘perceived different errors’, 9% were ‘perceived same errors’ 
and 63% were ‘perceived unilateral errors’. In other words, as in 
Experiment 1, the results of this analysis suggest that, particularly 
in the bilateral similar conditions, subjects did not have a problem 
giving the same response with both hands. Instead, these results 
again suggest that subjects tended to mistake two similar stimuli 
for two identical stimuli and vice versa.

DISCUSSION
The results from Experiment 2 suggest that both effects of stimu-
lus similarity on task performance can be modulated by selective 
attention. More precisely, these results suggest that both similarity 
grouping and repetition blindness can be infl uenced by attentional 
relevance of spatially attended stimulus attributes. When similar-
ity grouping or repetition blindness occurred, it was restricted to 
the attentionally relevant stimulus attribute and eliminated when 
the stimulus attribute was attentionally irrelevant. When subjects 
had to identify the colours, stimulus identicality elicited repetition 
blindness only when the stimulus attribute was relevant and not 
when the stimulus attribute was irrelevant. This is in line with previ-
ous studies in both healthy subjects and neurological patients that 
suggest that repetition blindness depends on attention (Baylis et al., 
1993; Kanwisher et al., 1995). When subjects had to identify the 
letters, stimulus similarity likewise elicited similarity grouping only 
when the stimulus attribute was relevant and not when the stimulus 
attribute was irrelevant. This suggests that, like repetition blindness, 
similarity grouping also depends on attention. This novel fi nding 
supports controversial results from a growing body of studies that 
suggest that perceptual grouping mechanisms thought to operate 
pre-attentively might under certain conditions not be as immune 
to attentional modulations as generally thought (Mack et al., 1992; 
Freeman et al., 2001; Casco et al., 2005; Han et al., 2005b; Wu et al., 
2005; Khoe et al., 2006).

However, the results also suggest that repetition blindness could 
not be elicited for the relevant stimulus attribute in the letter identi-
fi cation task and that similarity grouping did not occur for the rele-
vant stimulus attribute in the colour identifi cation task. In the letter 
identifi cation task, performance accuracy did decrease when the two 
stimuli were identical on the relevant stimulus attribute, suggesting 
that some repetition blindness did occur. However, this decrease in 
performance accuracy failed to reach signifi cance when compared 
with performance accuracy for two different stimuli (p = 0.157). 

FIGURE 2 | The identifi cation performance accuracy for the low salience 

target stimuli over the different bilateral experimental conditions in the 

letter identifi cation task (A) and the colour identifi cation task (B). The 
relevant stimulus attribute condition is plotted along the x-axis. The different 
lines refl ect the different irrelevant stimulus attribute conditions; solid 
line = bilateral similar, striped line = bilateral different, dotted line = bilateral 
same. Error bars refl ect normalized standard error of the mean.
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Nevertheless, while there was a trend towards evidence of repetition 
blindness for the attentionally relevant stimulus attribute, for the 
attentionally irrelevant stimulus attribute, if anything, performance 
seemed to be better when the stimuli were identical as compared 
to when they were different. Thus, combined with the results from 
Experiment 1, which showed a highly signifi cant effect of repetition 
blindness during an essentially identical letter identifi cation task, 
the data do not necessarily contradict the notion that in the let-
ter identifi cation task repetition blindness depends on attentional 
relevance. The lack of a signifi cant effect of repetition blindness 
however, does not allow a fi rm conclusion concerning whether 
repetition blindness can be modulated by attentional relevance in 
the letter identifi cation task.

In the colour identifi cation task, on the other hand, no evi-
dence at all was found for an effect of similarity grouping on 
task performance. If anything, task performance accuracy slightly 
decreased when the two stimuli were similar on the relevant 
stimulus attribute when compared to performance accuracy for 
two different stimuli. So why did Experiment 2 fail to fi nd evi-
dence of similarity grouping in the colour identifi cation task? 
Most likely it has something to do with the defi nition of stimulus 
similarity in this task. In the letter identifi cation task, stimulus 
similarity was created by making a small change to one of two 
identical stimuli in line with the idea that the similarity between 
two letters is strongly correlated with the amount of contour 
that they share. A small part was removed from either an ‘E’ or 
an ‘O’ creating an ‘F’ (hypothesized to be similar to an ‘E’) or 
a ‘C’ (hypothesized to be similar to an ‘O’). This defi nition of 
stimulus similarity can be fairly objectively quantifi ed and has 
been empirically supported by the interconfusability matrix for 
capital letters by van der Heijden et al. (1984). Furthermore, the 
presence of a signifi cant increase in performance accuracy for two 
similar stimuli when compared to the performance accuracy for 
two different stimuli in Experiment 1 suggests that these stimuli 
are capable of eliciting similarity grouping. However, unlike the 
defi nition of stimulus similarity in the letter identifi cation task, 
the defi nition of stimulus similarity in the colour identifi cation 
task cannot be so objectively quantifi ed. In the colour identifi ca-
tion task, as in the letter identifi cation task, creating stimulus 
similarity was attempted by making a small change to one of 
two identical stimuli. In this case, a small amount of blue was 
added to either red or green creating magenta (hypothesized to 
be similar to red) or turquoise (hypothesized to be similar to 
green) respectively. This defi nition of stimulus similarity was 
based on the standard geometrical representation of colour space 
as a circle red-orange-yellow-green-blue-purple-red, analogous 
to the defi nition of colour similarity adopted by Duncan (1989). 
However, it is highly possible that this attempt to create stimulus 
similarity in the colour identifi cation task was not successful. As 
a consequence, no similarity grouping was elicited.

To summarize, the data of this experiment support the idea 
that the effect of stimulus similarity on perceptual performance 
depends on selective attention. Both similarity grouping and rep-
etition blindness were modulated by attentional relevance. In the 
letter identifi cation task, similarity grouping occurred only when 
the stimulus attribute was attentionally relevant and not when 
the stimulus attribute was attentionally irrelevant. Likewise, in 

the  colour identifi cation task, repetition blindness only occurred 
when the stimulus attribute was attentionally relevant and not if 
the stimulus attribute was attentionally irrelevant.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The aim of this manuscript was to directly compare the two oppo-
site effects of stimulus similarity on performance accuracy, namely 
repetition blindness and similarity grouping, with respect to their 
susceptibility to modulation by attentional relevance. This aim was 
based on the assumption that repetition blindness and similarity 
grouping coexist and can thus both be elicited in a single design in 
the same subjects, thereby allowing a direct comparison between 
these phenomena. Experiment 1 was designed to test the validity of 
this assumption. The results of this experiment suggest that repeti-
tion blindness and similarity grouping can be elicited in the same 
subjects in a single design. Whereas two identical target stimuli give 
rise to repetition blindness which elicits a decrease in identifi cation 
performance accuracy, two target stimuli that are similar to one 
another (but not identical) elicit similarity grouping which results 
in an increase in identifi cation performance accuracy. Therefore, 
these results replicate in a single paradigm seemingly paradoxi-
cal fi ndings from previous studies (Baylis et al., 1993; Kanwisher 
et al., 1995; Vuilleumier and Rafal, 2000; Ptak and Schnider, 2005, 
experiment 3; Ward et al., 1994). These results thus confi rm that 
repetition blindness and similarity grouping coexist and can be 
elicited in the same subjects in a single design. The fi nding that 
repetition blindness and similarity grouping can be elicited in a 
single design provided the opportunity to directly compare these 
opposite effects of stimulus similarity with respect to susceptibility 
to attentional relevance in Experiment 2.

The results from Experiment 2 fi rstly suggest that repetition 
blindness is infl uenced by attentional relevance. This fi nding is 
in line with the results from several previous studies (Baylis et al., 
1993; Kanwisher et al., 1995). Kanwisher (1987) explains repetition 
blindness in the framework of the type-token hypothesis which 
differentiates between type information (information regarding the 
identity of an object) and token information (information defi n-
ing an object as a unique event). The type-token hypothesis posits 
that repetition blindness occurs when multiple occurrences of the 
same type are not recognized as different tokens. Furthermore, 
this theory postulates that attention plays a role in linking type 
information to token information. The observation that repetition 
blindness is modulated by attentional relevance seems to support 
this hypothesis.

One of the largest criticisms that have been raised against the type-
token explanation of repetition blindness is that repetition blindness 
does not refl ect a perceptual bias, but instead a response bias where 
subjects are simply biased against giving the same response with both 
hands. In our study, a subject bias against giving the same response 
with both hands could explain the observation that only the atten-
tionally relevant stimulus dimension generates repetition blindness. 
However, the results of the analyses of the types of errors made in 
the bilateral conditions of both experiments strongly suggest that, 
particularly in the bilateral similar conditions, subjects did not have 
a problem giving the same response with both hands under condi-
tions of uncertainty, which would have been expected if our subjects 
had a bias against giving two  identical responses. Instead, our results 
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stimuli in the visual fi eld compete for limited processing resources 
(Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Duncan et al., 1997; Desimone, 1998; 
Duncan, 1998). However, before this competition between stimulus 
representations can take place, the stimulus representations them-
selves must be formed. The theory of biased competitive interac-
tions suggests that the competition between the multiple stimulus 
representations is preceded by a pre-attentive parallel processing 
stage where the visual fi eld is organized in stimulus groups (for a 
large part on the basis of Gestalt grouping principles) on which 
these competitive interactions can subsequently be performed. In 
other words, this theory predicts a dichotomy between pre-attentive 
mechanisms that organise the visual input in stimulus groups and 
attentive mechanisms that operate on those groups. However, the 
results of the present study which suggest that attentional relevance 
can modulate grouping mechanisms are incompatible with this 
dichotomous view.

The present observation that the attentional relevance of grouping 
stimuli presented within the focus of spatial attention can modulate 
perceptual grouping mechanisms is in line with suggestions based 
on animal research that perceptual grouping can be roughly divided 
in two stages: an early stage of feedforward processing and a later 
stage of recurrent processing (see Roelfsema, 2006 for a review). This 
proposal suggests that the early perceptual grouping stage associated 
with feedforward processing is pre-attentive, i.e. immune to atten-
tional modulations whereas the later stage associated with recurrent 
processing can be modulated by top-down infl uences like attentional 
relevance. This idea that perceptual grouping mechanisms can be 
divided in two stages has, at least for proximity grouping, recently 
been confi rmed by electrophysiological studies in humans (Nikolaev 
et al., 2008). Moreover, electrophysiological studies in humans have 
supported the suggestion that perceptual grouping mechanisms can 
be infl uenced via recurrent processing by spatial attention (Casco 
et al., 2005; Han et al., 2005a,b; Khoe et al., 2006) and attentional 
relevance of spatially attended grouping stimuli (Han et al., 2005b). 
The present results are thus compatible with the proposal that at least 
some aspects of perceptual grouping processes can be modulated 
by top-down attentional factors.

In conclusion, the present study suggests that repetition blind-
ness and similarity grouping can both be modulated by attentional 
relevance. This confi rms the predictions made by the type-token 
hypothesis and suggests that supposedly pre-attentive grouping 
mechanisms might not be as immune to top-down attentional 
modulations as traditionally thought.
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suggest that subjects tended to  mistake two similar stimuli for two 
identical stimuli and vice versa, which seems plausible consider-
ing that these bilateral conditions contained stimuli that are highly 
similar. Given that in the bilateral conditions errors resulting in the 
subject giving two different responses (‘perceived similar errors’ 
and ‘perceived different errors’) were three times as likely as errors 
resulting in the subject giving two identical responses, the amount 
of errors involving two identical responses in the bilateral similar 
conditions of both experiments was remarkably high (e.g. if the 
subject was required to identify the letter and for example perceive 
the high salience stimulus to be an ‘E’, three of the fi ve possible 
responses for the low salience stimulus would have involved giving 
two different responses and only one of the fi ve possible responses 
would have involved giving two identical responses). Moreover, 
whereas some studies suggest that repetition blindness can (partly) 
be explained by a response bias (Armstrong and Mewhort, 1995; 
Fagot and Pashler, 1995; Anderson and Neill, 2002) the majority of 
studies have tended to support the view of repetition blindness as 
a perceptual phenomenon that cannot be explained by a response 
bias (Park and Kanwisher, 1994; Kanwisher et al., 1996; Johnston 
et al., 2002; Morris and Harris, 2004). Most notably, ERP studies 
suggest that repetition blindness refl ects a failure of perceptual 
awareness occurring before access to working memory (Schendan 
et al., 1997; Koivisto and Revonsuo, 2008). Taken together, we feel 
that this strongly argues against a response bias explanation of our 
repetition blindness effect.

Secondly, Experiment 2 reveals a novel fi nding: similarity group-
ing also depends on selective attention. Specifi cally, when the 
grouping stimuli were presented within the focus of spatial atten-
tion, Gestalt grouping mechanisms were modulated by whether this 
grouping was attentionally relevant or not. Similarity grouping, like 
all perceptual grouping mechanisms, is generally thought to refl ect 
an early pre-attentive process independent of attention (Treisman, 
1982; Humphreys, 1998). The present results however, seem to con-
fi rm the controversial suggestion that perceptual grouping mecha-
nisms can be modulated by selective attention (Han et al., 2005b). 
In the present study subjects were not required to overtly report 
the nature of the similarity grouping. Subjects were instead merely 
required to identify one of two possible stimulus attributes for two 
target stimuli. In other words, in the present experiment, unlike 
in the experiment performed by Mack et al. (1992), the presence 
or absence of similarity grouping effects was indirectly measured, 
a mere failure to report the perceptual group can therefore not 
explain the present results.

The fi nding that early perceptual grouping mechanisms can be 
modulated by attentional relevance has clear theoretical implica-
tions. According to the theory of biased competitive interactions, 
the multiple neural representations in the brain associated with the 
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